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ABSTRACT One of the most important topics in the field of wireless sensor networks is the development
of approaches to improve network lifetime. In this paper, an energy-efficient control and routing protocol
for wireless sensor networks is presented. This algorithm is based on reinforcement learning for energy
management in the network. This protocol seeks to optimize routing policies to maximize the long-
term reward received by each node, using reinforcement learning, which is a machine learning approach.
In order to improve the lifetime of wireless sensor network, three energy management approaches have been
proposed. The first approach is to navigate correctly using reinforcement learning to reduce the length of the
routes and to improve energy consumption. The second approach is to exploit a sleep scheduling technique to
improve node energy consumption. The last approach is used to restrict data transmission of each node based
on the received data change rate. Simulation results show that in terms of network lifespan, the proposed
method significantly outperforms previous reported methods.

INDEX TERMS Wireless sensor network, network lifetime, reinforcement learning, energy management,
routing policy, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, wireless sensor networks can be considered as
one of the most widely used methods for collecting and
analyzing environmental data. Due to the energy limitations
of the sensor nodes in these networks, using an optimal
method for routing and controlling wireless sensor networks
can be effective in increasing energy efficiency and network
lifetime. In this paper, the reinforcement learning [1]–[4]
technique is used to find the optimal routing and control
procedures [5]–[7].

Wireless sensor networks are widely used for measuring,
collecting, and analyzing environmental data in applications
in areas such as agriculture, medicine, industry, as well as
monitoring access environments. Typical networks comprise
several nodes, most of which embed a sensor, a battery,
some memory, and a microcontroller. The energy consumed
by each node is supplied by its battery. Conserving energy
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and increasing battery life using approaches including energy
management and recharging the battery is done using tech-
niques such as using solar energy. Environmental data is mea-
sured using sensors, and the required information is stored in
their node memory. Algorithms that allow saving energy are
assumed to be executed on a suitable processing device such
as a microcontroller, with each node interacting with others
through existing communicationmechanisms. Themain node
in these networks, called the Sink, can eventually obtain
and maintain a global view of the desired environmental
parameters by receiving all the results and aggregating them.
Several widely used techniques in wireless sensor network
control protocols are used to perform clustering, aggregation,
compression, and sleep scheduling [8], [9]. In clustering
techniques, in each region, a node is selected a cluster head,
and this node collects data of surrounding nodes and then
sends it to the sink node to exchange data through the cluster
head [10], [11]. Aggregation and compression techniques are
used to reduce the amount of data sent over the network
with this approach. This reduces data storage required in leaf
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FIGURE 1. Wireless sensor networks general structure.

nodes. By disabling unused nodes using sleep scheduling
techniques, further energy can be saved, which can lead to
increase network lifetime [12]. The amount of saved with this
method can be calculated from equation (1).

Total amount of energy saving

=

Number of Nodes∑
i=0

(Total Sleep Timei

×Energy Consumption Constant) (1)

When a network is subject to changing conditions, its
administrator can adjust the network configuration and can
analyze the data received from the server. These concepts are
illustrated in Fig.1.

Proper management of energy consumption is one of the
important issues in the development of wireless sensor net-
works. This has a direct impact on the lifetime and sustainable
level of activity of sensor network systems. In general, four
categories of techniques are used to improve the energy effi-
ciency of sensor network systems. These techniques include
designing the optimal topology for the network [13], using an
appropriate routingmethod [14], apply sleep scheduling tech-
niques [12], and finally use high-quality hardware nodes [15].
Interaction of these techniques at the system level is shown in
Fig.2.

Reinforcement learning is one of the learning methods
used in this field. Based on Markov’s decision process [16],
it tries to assign a suitable amount of reward (or punishment)
to each agent by considering a reward for each action, so that
the agent learns what to do in each state in order to maximize
the total accumulated reward [17], [18]. With this method,

there is a parameter, called the discount factor, that has a value
between zero and one indicating that the reward of current
stages should always affect the calculation of total reward
more than the reward of expected future stages [19]. This can
be expressed by Equation 2 [18].

Rt = rt+1+γ rt+2+γ 2rt+3 + γ 3rt+4 + · · · =
∞∑
i=t

γ i−tri+1

(2)

where Rt is the amount of the received reward from time t
based on future rewards. rt+1 indicates the received reward
at time t+1 and γ is the discount factor. A typical Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) framework scenario is shown in Fig.3.

In this paper, an energy-efficient control and routing proto-
col in wireless sensor networks is presented. This algorithm
is based on reinforcement learning for energy management
approach in the network. This protocol seeks to optimize rout-
ing policies to maximize the long-term reward received by
each node, using reinforcement learning, which is a machine
learning approach. In addition, the proposed method uses the
sleep scheduling technique and limits sending rate in nodes
with low energy requirements. Notably, transmission can be
restricted to changes in sensor values. The innovation of this
paper is in fact the integration of three innovative techniques
including sleep scheduling, data transmission restriction (data
fusion) and packet routing using reinforcement learning.

This paper is organized as follows: a discussion on related
works is presented in Section 2. A detailed description of the
proposed method is given in Section 3.Simulation results val-
idating the proposed method are given in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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FIGURE 2. General classification of energy management techniques
in WSN.

FIGURE 3. A typical Reinforcement Learning (RL) scenario.

II. RELATED WORKS
In the past, wireless sensor network control and routing pro-
tocols have been based on static approaches. Fig.4 shows the
general classification of these methods.

In many applications of wireless sensor networks, it is not
possible to assign a global identifier to each node due to their
large numbers. However, sensor nodes are usually randomly
distributed in the environment. This process makes it difficult
to select some specified nodes in order to send them dedicated
commands or to communicate with them privately. Routing
protocols can use data aggregation and routing based on
aggregation results to improve network performance and save
energy. This approach called data-centric protocols sends a
query to some desired area and waits for the response data to
be received [20], [21].

By contrast, hierarchical protocols use clustering tech-
niques. The main purpose of hierarchical routing is to con-
serve the energy of sensor nodes by engaging them in an
intragroup communication and performing aggregation to
reduce the number of transmitted messages to the source
node [20]–[22].

FIGURE 4. Classification of existing wireless sensor network routing
protocols.

Often, location information is needed to calculate the dis-
tance between two specific nodes in order to estimate energy
consumption. Because addressing procedures, such as IP,
do not exist for sensor networks, spatial information can be
used to route them. In another approach called location-based
protocols, data can be sent to a specific location, reducing
the number of data transfers significantly to reduce energy
consumption. This method also supports dynamic network
topology [20], [23].

Some of the previously reported routing protocols are
aware of network flow and QoS. These protocols, while
adjusting routes on the sensor network, take into account
the delay requirements in the end-to-end transmission pro-
cess [20], [24]. Routing methods in wireless sensor net-
works also underwent many changes when the approach of
using artificial neural networks and deep learning emerged in
the world. In ELDC [25], [26] Approach, back-propagation
technique in neural networks have been used to select the
cluster heads. Lee et al. [25], [27] proposed classifica-
tion method for classify node degree based on deep learn-
ing. This protocols focuses on the connectivity of mobile
nodes (MNs). Moon et al. [25], [28] proposed a cluster-ring
approach for Energy efficient data collection. This approach
is used to group a set of clusters into ‘cluster-rings’, which
is a chain of clusters that are equal distance away from
the sink, and conduct energy efficiency optimization at the
cluster-ring level. In recent years, reinforcement learning
based approaches have been designed to improve operation of
wireless sensor networks as introduced below. For instance,
Boyan and Littman [29] proposed the Q-Routing method
based on Q-Learning. In this method, the Q-Value parameter
is assigned to each action in each specific state, indicating the
value of performing that action in that state. When a packet is
received by a node, it is checked to find the highest Q-Value
in the following nodes for sending the packet based on its
neighbors. Finally, the packet is sent to the node with the
maximum Q-Value. What stands out as an advantage in their
method is the innovation of using the Q-Learning approach in
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routing wireless sensor networks. The abovemethod provides
a simple means of using learning for routing in wireless
sensor networks. This method emphasizes simplicity instead
of optimality. This leaves room for significant improvements
using other techniques.

Wang and Wang [30] proposed an Adaptive Rout-
ing (AdaR) method based on a combination of Least Square
Policy Iteration (LSPI) and Q-Learning. This method is one
of the methods based on reinforcement learnings independent
of the problemmodel. Also, one of its features is the ability to
search for the optimal policy with a small number of attempts.

Zhang andHuang [31] proposed the Learning-based Adap-
tive Routing Tree (ATP) method. In this method, the Q-Value
parameter is calculated as the cost, and at each step, a node
that has a value less than the value of other nodes is selected.
Each node also stores the Q-Value parameter of its neighbors
for its uses in the sending stage, depending on the appropriate
neighbor, it assigns them the NQ-Value. These parameters are
updated each time based on learning theory’s main idea. This
method is robust for un-predictable link failures and mobile
sinks. One of the problems in this method is its need of hyper-
parameters tuning.

Forster and Murphy [32] proposed the Feedback Rout-
ing for Optimizing Multiple Sink (FROMS) method. This
method can find the optimal path for several target nodes.
FROMS tries to set the limits on the number of steps for each
node that must be taken to reach the target through the present
node by forming a path-sharing tree.

Hu and Fei [33] proposed A Machine-Learning-
Based Adaptive Routing Protocol for Energy-Efficient and
Lifetime-Extended Underwater Sensor Networks (QELAR)
method, this method is specifically designed for underwater
wireless sensor networks that regardless of whether a node is
selected as the next transmitter or not, it provides information
such as residual energy and the group’s average energy,
and it achieves and updates these values in the list of local
neighbors. In this algorithm, when the received packet is an
information packet, and next node is examined. However,
if the specified node is not eligible to send a packet, the packet
is destroyed. However, if the specified sender is eligible to
send data, then the new Q-Value values are calculated based
on the current Q-Values and the action with the maximum
Q-Value is selected based on them. Acknowledgment packets
are used to detect unsuccessful sending in QELAR. This
approach can be used in various applications and accord-
ing to the reported results, this approach achieves good
energy efficiency even in distributed networks. Also, due
to the initial knowledge of the remaining energy distribu-
tion, it increased the network lifetime compared to other
approaches.

Razzaque et al. [34] proposed a QoS-aware distributed
adaptive cooperative routing (DACR) method. This method
is used for selecting relay nodes from the Energy-aware
Routing (EAR) low energy ad-hoc sensor networks protocol
[35], which avoids entering the critical energy area ofmember
nodes. DACR looks for n optimal path from end to end, i.e.,

the one that consumes the least amount of energy, which
avoids the use of low-energy nodes to increase the network
lifetime. The DACR algorithm helps identify the set of relay
nodes between the source node and the intermediate nodes
along the path. This set of nodes together forms the correct
routes for data transfer. The DACR algorithm is based on the
Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [36] routing
algorithm and makes changes to it. According to reported
simulation results, this protocol improves performance com-
pared to state-of-the-art protocols.

Kiani et.al. [37] proposed the FTIEE method. This method
is based on the clustering idea and hierarchical routing meth-
ods. The number of clusters in this method is considered to be
a constant value. The capacity of each cluster is determined
by the distance of the current cluster from the cluster in which
the Sink node is located. This method has used the Q-learning
reinforcement to select nodes for each cluster and cluster
heads. Upgrading the Q-value in this method is based on the
two components of node’s distance to the destination node
and the remaining energy of the node. Another feature of this
method is considering the tolerability of the desired shapes.
It also uses a fault tolerance process that will maintain the
algorithm’s performance in situations such as the loss of a link
in the path. This protocol has a good performance in terms of
lifetime and number of delivered and lost packets. Based on
the results of the simulations performed, it has been shown
that this approach performs better than offline and concurrent
methods such as HEED-NPF [38], LEACH [39], and EECS
[40] in terms of packet delivery factor, network lifetime and
delivery packet rate.

There are also QoS-aware approaches, including Res-
cueNet [41], constraint-satisfied services composition
method [42], QoS-aware distributed adaptive cooperative
routing [34], that use reinforcement learning.

Renold and Chandrakala [43] proposed Multi-agent Rein-
forcement Learning-Based Self-Configuration and Self-
Optimization Protocol for Unattended Wireless Sensor
Networks (MRL-SCSO). This algorithm considers several
states for each node and states that each node can be present in
one particular state at any given time. Possible states include
discovery, active, idle, and sleep. Also, this method, shows
the importance of establishing a suitable tradeoff between
exploration and exploitation, It is argued that the greedy
method is suitable for this purpose and it was used to establish
this tradeoff. Also, the value of the energy threshold in this
method is determined as a factor of node’s initial energy. This
factor called eco-efficiency is set at a value of 0.5. If a node
does not exceed this threshold, it will enter a low power state.
Low-power nodes are managed by the algorithm to conserve
energy. This algorithm divides nodes into two categories:
convex and non-convex nodes. Convex nodes are determined
using the Convex-Hull algorithm. These nodes are often in
active mode. This method provides better QoS in terms of
PDR, average end-to-end delay, and throughput. Also, initial
energy consumption is higher inMRL-SCSOwhen compared
with that of CTP.
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Guo et al. [44] proposed the Reinforcement-Learning-
Based Routing (RLBR) method. In their approach, after per-
forming the initial network configuration, each node waits
to receive a packet. Upon receiving a packet, it extracts the
information and updates the table of its neighbors based on
the obtained information. If there is no retrieval node near the
present node, the packet is discarded. Otherwise, sink node’s
existence in the communication range of the present node
will be checked first. If the node is in this range, the packet
is sent directly to the sink node. Otherwise, if there is no
suitable neighboring node, and if the node has enough energy,
it tries to send the data directly to the sink node by adjusting
its transmit power, but if not does not have enough energy,
the packet is discarded. If there is a representative node to
send data, the Q-Value parameter is obtained for all these
representatives, and the node that has the highest Q-Value is
selected as the next replication node. Finally, by updating the
Q-Value and hop count values, as well as the packet header,
it sends the packet to the next selected node. This method
can also be applied to the large-scale WSNs as it can handle
the routing phase in each cluster locally. It has been shown
by the authors that this approach performs better compared
than EAR, BEER, Q-Routing, and MRL-SCSO in terms of
the proportion of live nodes, the connectivity to the sink, the
number of packets delivered, and the energy efficiency.

Donta et al. [45] proposed the Delay-aware data fusion
(DADF) method. this approach involve two phases namely
hierarchical data fusion (HDF) and forwarding node selec-
tion (FDS). In HDP phase is used duplicate elimination
and delete inconsistent data methods. This method manages
sleep scheduling using an periodic cycle. Also, Q-Learning
approach is used for routing process in this method.

Three techniques, including sleep scheduling, data trans-
mission restriction (data fusion), and policy-based routing
using Q-Learning based Algorithms, have been able to per-
form well. But this innovation that provides the basis for
the simultaneous use of these three techniques is the method

TABLE 1. Latest Methods comparison based used techniques.

presented in this article. Table.1 compares these three tech-
niques in the above methods.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. OVERVIEW
The Reinforcement-Learning-Based Energy Efficient Pro-
tocol (RLBEEP) is a combination of techniques used in
traditional wireless sensor network routing protocols with
other modern machine learning methods. RLBEEP comprise
three main phases: routing, sleep scheduling, and restrict
data transmission as shown in Fig.5. The routing phase is
based on the reinforcement-learning approach. Also, the data
transmission restricting phase and sleep scheduling phase are
based on traditional approaches.

B. MAIN APPROACH
In the present paper, the routing approach in the RLBR and
DADF method has been used with some changes to improve
its efficiency. This phase embeds the methods described
below. It considers two main general scenarios. The first
scenario is related to the execution procedure of each node in

FIGURE 5. RLBEEP main phases.
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FIGURE 6. RLBEEP main scenarios in normal node and cluster head.

the network and the second scenario is related to the execution
procedure in the cluster head nodes. This is in fact one of the
main differences between the present method and the DADF
algorithm from an architectural perspective These scenarios
are illustrated in Fig.6.

In the node procedure scenario, at first, the node checks to
see if a command has been sent to it by the sleep scheduling
unit. If so, then the continuation of the process should be
determined based on the type of command to set the node’s
state to sleep or active. If the received message is a change of
node’s state to sleep, or current node’s state is equal to sleep,
then it waits to receive a command from the sleep scheduling
unit. If the receivedmessage is a change of node state to active
or the current node state is equal to active, then the node reads
data from the sensor and updates the cached sensor data. If the
restricted data transmission unit is issued a data transmission
license, then it sends the data packet to cluster head. IEEE
802.11 protocol is used for data transmissions between nodes
in MAC layer.

In the cluster head procedure scenario, the cluster head
first checks to see if it has received a packet from another
cluster head or from members of its cluster, then it extracts
information and updates its neighbor cluster table. In this
procedure, packets received from other clusters are given
more priority for processing. Also, if the packet is sent from

a member of its cluster, an aggregation procedure will be
performed to aggregate the new data with the previously
received data. After that, it runs the routing process to find a
suitable next forwarder. If this item is found, then it sends the
packet to next forwarder. Otherwise, the packet is dropped.
The pseudocode related to these two scenarios is given in
Algorithm 1.

C. ROUTING PHASE
The approach presented in this phase is similar to the
routing procedure in the RLBR algorithm, while the only
difference is related to the reward function. This dif-
ference is intended to improve the learning process by
better defining the reward function. The procedure for
updating the Q-Value in the RLBR method is considered
as Equation 3 [33].

Qnew(cur, nbr) = (1− α)Qold (cur, nbr)

+α(R(cur, nbr)+ Q(nbr)) (3)

where α is the learning rate, Q(cur, nbr) represent the
Q-Value of the path between the current node and the neigh-
bor node, R(cur, nbr) represents the reward received value
when using this path, Q(nbr) represents the Q-Value of the
path from this neighbor node to the sink.Q(nbr) is recursively
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Method ELBEEP Method
INPUT
• Received Packet
• Packet Receive Status Flag
• Sleep Scheduling Unit Received Command
• Sleep Scheduling Unit Receive Command Status Flag

BEGIN
1. if node is cluster head
2. if packet received
3. extract informations
4. update neighbor cluster table
5. if packet received from other Cluster
6. jump to step 10.
7. else if packet received from cluster internal nodes
8. aggregates the new data with the previously received data
9. endif
10. run routing process for generate suitable next forwarder
11. if next forwarder is valid
12. send packet to next forwarder
13. else
14. drop this packet
15. endif
16. endif
17. else
18. if received command from sleep scheduling unit
19. if GO_SLEEP command received
20. NODE_MODE← SLEEP
21. jump to step 1.
22. else if GO_ACTIVE command received
23. NODE_MODE← ACTIVE
24. go to step 32.
25. endif
26. else
27. if NODE_STATE == SLEEP
28. jump to step 1.
29. else if NODE_STATE == ACTIVE
30. jump to step 32.
31. endif
32. end if
33. run restrict data transmission process
34. if SEND_DATA commmand received
35. rend data from sensor
36. update cached sensor data
37. send data packet to current cluster head
38. end if
39. end if

END

calculated from Equation 4 [44].

Q(cur) = maxnbrεNQ(cur, nbr) (4)

The method of calculating the R(cur, nbr) is given in
Equation 5 [45].

R(cur, nbr) =
E(nbr)

dn(cur, nbr)× h(nbr)
(5)

where E(nbr) represents residual energy of the neigh-
boring node, h(nbr) represent the hop count from
the neighboring node to sink and d(cur, nbr) repre-
sents the distance between the current node and the
neighboring node. h(nbr) is recursively calculated from
Equation 6 [44].

h(cur) =h(nbr)+ 1 (6)
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FIGURE 7. Temperature data received sequence.

The distance between the current node and the neighbor
node is calculated from Equation 7 [44].

d(cur, nbr) =
√
(x(nbr)− x(cur))2 + (y(nbr)− y(cur))2

(7)

In this method, the procedure for calculating the parameter
n is different from the RLBR method. It uses the normalized
distance and distance factor range. The MNDlon means the
maximum longitudinal network distance and MNDlat means
the maximum latitudinal network distance. Calculation of the
normalized distance is shown in Equation 8.

normalized_distance(cur, nbr)=
d(cur, nbr)

max (MNDlon,MNDlat)
(8)

Distance factor range is symbolized by DFRmin and
DFRmax . Finally, n parameter is calculated from Equation 9.

n = (normalized_distance(cur,nbr)

× (DFRMAX − DFRmin))+ DFRmin (9)

D. RESTRICT DATA TRANSMISSION PHASE
The purpose of this phase is to control the data transmis-
sion rate based on a data-driven approach. In many cases,
the changes in the information received from a sensor in
the network are very small and may even be due to noise.
Therefore, it is not always necessary to send these changes
to the sink node accurately. This unit tries to manage the
rate of transmitted data by examining the number of changes
in the data received from the sensor related to each node in
such a way that only useful data is transmitted to the sink
node. This approach can reduce the energy consumption in
each node. The method of detecting significant changes in the
data received from the sensors according to Fig.7 is described
below.

Algorithm 2 Restrict Data Transmission Unit Algorithm
INPUT
• Received Sensor Data
• Change Threshold

OUTPUT
• Permission to Send Data Trigger

BEGIN
1. if first run after change state to active
2. min =MAX_INT
3. max =MIN_INT
4. end if
5. if received_sensor_data < min
6. min = received_sensor_data
7. else if received_sensor_data > max
8. max = received_sensor_data
9. end if
10. if [((max-received_sensor_data)

> CHANGE_THRESHOLD)
11. or ((received_sensor_data-min)

< CHANGE_THRESHOLD) ]
12. permission to send data trigger = true
13. else
14. permission to send data trigger = false
15. end if

END

Each time the node goes out of sleep and is activated, the
minimum and maximum values received from the sensor are
calculated until the data is sent. If the new received value is
smaller than the current maximum or greater than the current
minimum by the specified threshold, it means that changes
made to the sensor values are significant. As a result, the cur-
rent data will be sent to the sink node. The mentioned thresh-
old is determined based on the noise level of the node, the
appropriate measurement unit of the sensor, the percentage
of sensor error, and other parameters that may be considered
depending on the application. This approach is formalized
in Algorithm.2.
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Algorithm 3 Sleep Scheduling Unit Algorithm
INPUT
• Sending Permission Status
• Sleep Restrict Repeat Threshold

OUTPUT
• New Node Mode State

BEGIN
1. if node in active mode
2. if not assign sending permission to node
3. counter = counter + 1
4. if counter == sleep_restrict_repeat_treshold
5. change node state to sleep mode
6. end if
7. end if
8. else if node in sleep mode
9. if sleep interval finish
10. change node state to active mode
11. endif
12. endif

END

E. SLEEP SCHEDULING PHASE
This phase, manages the energy of the nodes in the network
and tries to reduce energy consumption of the nodes, thus
increasing the lifetime of network by using some appropri-
ate control method to change the nodes state between sleep
or active. In this approach, the head of each cluster never
changes to the sleep state. Also, at certain intervals, the head
of each cluster state changes. This is because the amount of
data flowing in the cluster head is more than that of other
nodes in the cluster. Therefore, by periodically changing the
heads of clusters, energy consumption is spread more evenly.
The sleep scheduling unit in this method tries to manage the
nodes state by using the decisions of the unit to restrict data
transmission. This function actually puts to sleep nodes in
the network that have not sent data for some time. In order
to prevent consuming energy in vain and to allow waking up
after a certain suitable period.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SIMULATION INTERFACE
RLBEEP was simulated with the Python language. Python
provides implementations of the most popular libraries of
data science and machine learning algorithms, as well as
various tools for visualizing the results It is a very effective
platform for simulating RLBEEP. In the performed simu-
lations, a NumPy library is used to properly process and
structure the data.

B. SIMULATION METRICS
Our measurement criteria in the simulation are selected in
such a way that we can use them to properly measure the
network lifetime and to show that the proposed method can
be considered an efficient protocol for controlling wireless

sensor networks. Our first performance measurement metric
is the time of death of the first node in the sensor network.

This parameter indicates how long the network has been
able to keep all the nodes alive based on each of the
approaches. The second measurement parameter in this sim-
ulation is the change rate of the live nodes’ percentage in the
sensor network.

C. SIMULATION SETUP
The proposed protocol is simulated by considering cer-
tain hyper-parameters. These hyper-parameters include items
such as the number of network nodes, the number of clusters,
the permissible interval of point-to-point transmission of data
packets, the initial energy level of nodes, the learning rate
coefficient (alpha), the energy consumption in different cases,
the maximum longitudinal and latitudinal interval of nodes
positions, the simulation time and the number of iterations of
the simulation (epoch). The values of these hyper-parameters
are given in Table.2.

In the present simulation, wsn-indfeat-dataset [46] pub-
lished wsn dataset is used to provide sensors data.

D. RESULTS AND COMPARISON APPROACHES
In this section, we present the results of the simulations
performed to test the proposed approach. Here we simulate
three methods. The first method is the RLBR algorithm,
second method is the DADF method and the third method is
proposed method (RLBEEP). We examined the death time
of the first node in the network and found that our pro-
posed method offers a good performance improvement com-
pared to the RLBR and DADF method. Simulation results in
300 epochs (periods) are reported in Fig.8.
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FIGURE 8. First node death time diagram.

FIGURE 9. Percent of alive nodes diagram.

As shown in Fig.8, the time of death of the first node
in the proposed RLBEEP method was more than those
obtained with the reference method includes RLBR and
DADF methods.

Another parameter that was examined during the sim-
ulations, as mentioned earlier, is the percentage of alive
nodes in the network over time. An alive node at any given
moment is a node whose energy is greater than zero at that
moment. The performance of the proposed RLBEEP in terms
of percentage of alive nodes is reported and compared with
RLBR and DADF methods in Fig.9.Also, in Fig.10, the

rate of change the network throughput in these methods are
compared.

By achieving the optimal policy by using reinforcement
learning and new rules in calculating the reward function,
the routing performance has been improved and the data
transmission path has been shortened. Also, by using two
light techniques in terms of processing load, including sleep
scheduling and restrict data transmission (data fusion), the
energy loss of nodes in the network is prevented. As a
result of the above, the lifetime of the network has increased
significantly.
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FIGURE 10. Throughput diagram.

TABLE 2. Simulation setup hyper-parameters value.

As observed in this section, we showed that the proposed
method has been able to improve performance both in terms
of increasing the time to death of the first node and also
increasing the survival time of nodes in the network compared
to the RLBR and DADF methods. Therefore, the proposed
method increases significantly the lifetime of the network that
is an important metric in wireless sensor networks compared
to the RLBR and DADF methods. This method Integrat-
ing three approaches, including reinforcement learning-based
routing, node sleep scheduling, and restrict data transmission
based on data changes, makes the current approach different
from other recent approaches and more efficient.

While the present method increases the network lifetime,
but this method requires a powerful processor in the sink node

to go through the learning process to achieve the optimal
policy. This requirement is in fact one of the limitations of
the proposed method.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the RLBEEP method to increase
the lifetime in wireless sensor networks. The proposed
method was shown to increase the network lifetime compared
to the RLBR and DADF methods that is known the best rein-
forcement learning-based approach in wireless sensor net-
works power consumption reduction. The method combines
known energy management approaches with learning-based
algorithms as well as network transmission management pro-
cedures. This approach reduce computational load by sim-
plify the architecture of sleep scheduling techniques and
restrict data transmission (data fusion). Also, Improve the
process of creating optimal policy in reinforcement learn-
ing for better routing. Finally, we showed that the proposed
method significantly improves the time of death of the first
node as well as the percentage of alive nodes as compared to
RLBR and DADF. The proposed algorithm can be enhanced
by improving the reward function and other functions of the
learning algorithm, as well as improving the energy man-
agement and transmission management procedures in the
network.
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